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Notes  on  the  impact  study

§ TERMS OF THE STUDY :
- “Resources” refers to the addition of both the income and remittances of the household
- SSL refers to Somaliland Shillings, we used the exchange rate 7,000 SSL = 1 USD $
- $ refers to USD $

§ PERIMETEROF THE STUDY :
- This report focuses solely on the impact of Enersom on its clients
- The data published in this report are computed from a given sample of clients from Somaliland

§ TIME ANDGEOGRAPHY:
- The study took place from September 9th,2015 to October 6th, 2015
- We conducted the interviews in 13 villages in Somaliland

§ METHODOLOGY :
- Our study is based on questionnaires, completed by field work (interviews and observations)
- The sample is composed of 100 clients
- 3 interviews were not taken into account for the sample as they gave either inconsistent or

incomplete answers
§ LIMITS :

- Some of the information were originally expressed in Somali and then translated in English by
independent translators employed by Planète d’Entrepreneurs

Disclaimer



Executive  Summary  
The  key  points  of  our  study
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Methodology

Sample

Positive  
feedbacks  
overall

§ We  built  a  sample  of  100  customers  to  match  Enersom’s portfolio  (98%  of  
customers  come  from  rural  and  pre-urban  areas)

§ Two  independent  translators  helped  us  convey  the  interviews  in  the  13  villages  we  
visited

§ 58% of  clients  consider  buying  an  additional  
Enersom’s product

§ Yet  15%  of  them  are  waiting  for  a  better  product    
(a  larger  one  to  plug  other  electric  devices)

34% 55%

7%4%

Activity  distribution

Farming

Owns  a  business  

Employee  

Other

8.3 People

4.8 Children

330.70  $  Monthly  
resources

22%  Own  a  large  
home  system

2.61

0.46
1.83

Be t te r  
l ig h t ing

Savings Mob ile   
cha rg ing

Motivations   for  
buying

3=  Very   important;;   0=Not   important   at  all

2%

35%
63%

Clients’  feelings
Unhappy

Happy

Very  
happy
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Enersom enhances  its  clients’  economic  situation  and  enables  
their  students  to  study  more  and  better

• Now  that  they  have  Enersom’s product:
– Children  are  more  motivated  to  study
– Children  study  twice  longer

Executive  Summary  
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Economic  situation Studying  at  home

§ 79%  of  clients  are  making  savings  on  other  
lighting  sources  and/or  the  cost  of  mobile  charging  
in  dedicated  shops

§ Thanks  to  the  light  provided,  they  work  for  an  
additional  1.82  hours per  day

§ 78%  spend  savings  and  additional  revenue  for  
family  maintenance

8.47$

43.61$

9.02$

Farming Owns  a  business  
(e.g.  grocery  shop)

Other

Monthly  revenue  increase  by  activity  

12.07  $  savings/month
28.51  $  additional  revenue/month

(2/3)

56min

1h55min

Before  Enersom After  Enersom

Average  studying  time  at  night  of  
schooled  children per  day

72% of children
studying more



Enersom’s products  foster  its  clients’  security  feeling  Enersom
improves  the  day-to-day  life  of  its  customers

§ Customers  have  changed  their  lifestyle  using  the  
light  provided  for  social  activities

Executive  Summary  
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Security  feeling Day-to-day  handling

(3/3)

§ Their  safety  feeling  increases  for  three  major  
reasons:

- Less  Animals’  attacks  
- Better  Day-to-Day  handling
- Less  Burnings  due  to  Kerosene  lamps

§ Enersom’s customers  tend  to  switch  on  their  
phone  longer,  thus  enhancing  the  safety  feeling  
for  94%  of  them

+  4.02  Hours  

How  much  longer  is  your  phone  switched  
on  per  day?  

15% 19%

63%

16%

Ceremonies
Celebrations

Meetings
Social  

gatherings

Working Going  outside

Activities’  increase  

95%  are  feeling  safer 48%  only  use  Enersom
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Planète  d’Entrepreneurs
Social  impact  assessment  and  promotion  of  innovative  models

§ Planète d’Entrepreneurs is a French association created in 2009 that organizes volunteer student-led
missions around the world to help social entrepreneurs assess and maximize their social impact. Through
inspiring field-work, students apply theoretical knowledge in practice and are empowered to become social
entrepreneurial individuals who inspire and actively change their environment

§ We believe that Social Impact Assessment (SIA) is a crucial need for social entrepreneurs in order to
better monitor their activities and adjust their business planning, and to communicate to their stakeholders.
However entrepreneurs lack the time, tools and skills to lead such studies themselves, and lack the
resources to finance costly external studies.

§ Our  activity  is  based  on  three  complementary  pillars
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Field missions: Monitoring and evaluation tools of
social impact. It allows entrepreneurs to better
understand and improve their impact.

Trainings: Students training in social
entrepreneurship models through a unique field
experience with inspiring entrepreneurs.

Research and communication: Understanding the
complex business models of social
entrepreneurship and the suited indicators to
measure its performance.

(1/3)



Enersom
Green  energy  within  your  reach

Enersom, which stands for Energy &
Somaliland, was created in 2015. It is the
local subsidiary of Qorax Energy, a US-
headquartered corporation focused on
developing cleantech in post-conflict
areas.
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Key  figures:
§ More  than  450  products  sold  since  April  
2015

§ 28  communities  reached  all  over  
Somaliland  

§ 13  community  representatives  in  charge  of  
handling  the  local  distribution

§ 80% cashless  payment

Sources:   Key   figures   from  company   website,   as   of  October   2nd,   2015  

Genesis

Mission

Installment  
payment

Enersom offers to all its clients access to
installment payment. According to their
resources, clients eventually pay their solar
product thanks to a tailor-made payment
schedule.

Enersom seeks to distribute solar
lanterns and home lighting systems to
pre-urban and rural communities in
Somaliland. They provide reliable and
affordable clean energy to those who need
it the most: remote villagers and small
shops’ owners.

(2/3)



Sales  portfolio:

Enersom’s  Products
Enersom has  currently  selected  two  products  to  meet  special  
needs  of  its  customers
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Sunking Pro  2  lantern Sunking Home  system

95%
of  clients  are  paying  with  
installment  payment

89%
of  product  sold  are  
Pro2  lanterns

69%
of  sales  through  the  

community  representatives

§ They have chosen Sunking Pro2 lantern for law income families and small street vendors in rural
communities and Sunking home system for middle and high income families.

§ Three  solar  
hanging  lamps  to  
provide  light  in  more  
than  one  place  at  a  
time

§ Individual  switch  to  
control  the  intensity  
of  light

§ Universal  USB  
phone  charging  
port

§ 100  lumens  per  light
§ 24  hours  of  light  on  one’s  day  charge

§ One  portable  lamp  
with  light  intensity  
control

§ Universal  USB  
phone  charging  port

§ 100  lumens  per  light  
§ 45  hours  of  light  on  
one’s  day  charge

(3/3)
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Somaliland  macroeconomics
Somaliland  faces  Geopolitical  and  economical  challenges
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Somaliland  economic  
context:

§ 4,5  million  people
§ GDP:  1,4  Billion  $(2012)  
§ GDP  per  capital:  347  $  
(2012)

§ Life  expectancy:  52,5  
years

§ Diaspora  remittances:  500  
millions  $

The  Geopolitical   challenges

The  Economical  challenges

§ Somaliland needs to diversify its economy:
• Stop relying on its Diaspora
• Develop Berbera’s port to compete with Djibouti
• Capture Ethiopia’s growth through developing the Berbera – Jijiga
corridor

§ Somaliland, autonomous region of Somalia
since 1991, needs to:
• Insure Security at bordures
• Get recognition from the UN in order
to get access to the UN
development funds

• Become a strong stakeholder of the
African horn

65%

15% 20%

Agriculture Industry Service

Economic  sectors’  repartition

Sources:   Somalilandpress,   IMF

(1/2)
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The  electric  market  in  Somaliland
On  an  unstructured  market,  customers  are  the  fall  guy

THE  ENERGY  
NETWORK  

§ There is no central grid for electricity in Somaliland. Numerous Independent Power
Producers (IPPs) both public and private are trying to meet demand.

§ The electricity is one of the most expensive in Africa ($1.00 - 1.40 /kWh), it’s ten times
the normal American households rate. due to the lack of scale economy and the
variation of imported oil prices.

§ This is because 99% of electricity is generated through expensive imported diesel for
non-productive power generators. Power is then distributed through an inefficient grid
with 40% loss.

§ The the lack of scale economy and the variation of imported oil prices are the most
important challenges to overcome in the coming years.

CONSEQUENCES
FOR  CONSUMERS

§ Despite the will of the government to improve the situation and the introduction of
alternative energy like wind power and solar power, consumers are still badly
provisioned.

§ Indeed most rural or pre urban areas remain out of the grid.
§ For these reasons an average household spend more than 30% of its monthly
revenue in electricity bills !

Sources:   Somaliland   ministry   of  energy

$1.20  
Price  of  one  
kWh

60%
Population  out  
of  the  grid

10x  
the  American  
households  rate
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Goal  of  the  study
Why  should  Enersom  assess  its  social  impact?  

Evaluation CommunicationOptimization

§ Planète d’Entrepreneurs’ report
is the first step for further and
regular evaluation.

§ The objective is to set up
practical social metrics to
follow, monitor and scale-up
Enersom’s social impact
assessment in the future.

§ The study carried out aims at
proving Enersom’s social
efficiency along with the
economic viability of its model.

§ In the long run, the social
benefits identified should be
maximized by the organization
to meet its social mission.

§ Some extracts of the SIA
Report may be used as
communication tools for
Enersom’s investors and
local partners.

§ Providing concrete results and
positive outcomes may help to
find new funding, especially
from funds dedicated to
social business.

“Planète d’Entrepreneurs answers to
a concrete need of any social
organizations: how to measure the
efficiency of its action and find
solutions to the problem it is faced to.”

Previous  feedback  on  a  mission
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Methodology  
Planète  d’Entrepreneurs  uses  a  pragmatic  and  field-oriented  
methodology
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§ We  interviewed 103  clients  
in  their  villages  /  households

§ 3 interviews  in  Hargeisa

§ 3  interviews  (incomplete  or  
inconsistent)were  not  taken  
into  account

§ We introduced ourselves as “external
consultants”
§ We conducted the interviews face to face with
the clients in order to safeguard the confidentiality
of the answers

§ 2  independent  
translators from  
universities  in  
Hargeisa

Geographical  Scope Interviews

TranslatorsInterviewers

(1/2)



Methodology  
Structure  of  the  study
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Section Captured  data  thanks  to  the  questionnaire

Economic  Impact

Safety  Impact

Education  Impact

Day-to-day  life  
impact

§ Decrease  in  energy  costs  (monthly  electricity/Kerosene/torches  bill)
§ Decrease  in  mobile  charging  costs
§ Increase  of  revenues  (increase  of    productivity,  additional  income)

§ Increase  of  social  inclusion  (mobile  switched  on  more  often)
§ Increase  of  social  interactions  at  night (new  activities,  etc...)

§ Accidents  reduction
§ Diseases  reduction
§ Increase  of  Safety  feeling

§ Increase  in  time  dedicated  to  homework
§ Improve  children’s  motivation  and  efficiency
§ Increase  children  academic  level

(2/2)
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Sample  description    
The  typical  customer  of  our  sample  is  a  41.18  year  old  woman  

§ Only  53  of  the  interviewed  customers  were  women  whereas  Enersom’s  current  split  reaches  73%  of  
women.  All  other  criteria  matches  the  company  ones.  

General  household  information Professional  information

8.3 People
4.8 Children

2.3 Rooms
55% with light

330.70  $  Monthly  resources
Resources  =  Income  +  Remittances

50% 48%

2%

Area  classification

Rural  area

Pre-urban  area

Urban  area

All  customers  owns  a  mobile  phone
16%  TV  owner

34%
55%

7%
4%

Primary  income  source

Farming

Owns  a  business  (e.g.  grocery  
shop)
Employee  (e.g  Teacher)

Other

59%  non-educated   customers  
53%  schooled  children

9%  Remittances’  beneficiaries
198.89$   on  average

(1/2)



Sample  description    
The  typical  customer  of  our  sample  has  held  1.2  Enersom’s  
products  for  3.2  months

Enersom’s  product Motivations  &  Buying  process

Product  split  for  each  income  source

§ The  installment payment  offer  implemented  by  Enersom  has  turned  out  to  be  a  success  thus  enhancing  its  
social  performance

34

55

11
18%

22%

36%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

0

1 0

2 0

3 0

4 0

5 0

6 0

Farming Owns  a  business  
(e.g.  grocery  shop)

Other

#  of  clients %  home  system  owner*

*Includes  clients  who  also  have  a  lantern  Pro2  

2.61

0.46
1.83

Better    lighting Sav ings Mobile   charging

How  important   were  these  reasons   for  
buying  an  Enersom's   product?    

3= Very  important;;  2=Important;;  1=Not  very  important;;  0=Not  
important  at  all

Up-front  
payment
10%

Per  day
34%

Per  month
53%

Deposit
3%

Installment  
payment
90%

What  payment  facility  did  you  choose?

(2/2)
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19%

77%

2%
2%

How  did  you  use  to  charge  your  mobile  
phone?

Home  electricity

Went  to  a  place  outside  home

Personnal  fuel  generator

Other

Economic  situation  improvement  
Customers  benefit  from  savings  on  both  mobile  charging  and  
lighting  sources

§ Customers  save  on  average  12,4%  of  their  prior  resources  (ie.  excluding  additional  revenue  made  thanks  
to  Enersom’s product)  

Lighting  sources Mobile  Charging

79%

21%

Customers  making  savings  
on  the  lighting  system

12.07  $  monthly savings

1,500  SSL  every  2  day        
spent  on  mobile  charging  outside  
home

“Thank  God  I  can  use  the  savings  I  make  
for  family  maintenance  and  it  is  a  relief.”
FadumoAw  Dahir,  6  children

(1/2)



Economic situation  improvement

Customers  are  able  to  work  more  and  benefit  from  additional  revenues

8.47$

43.61$

9.02$

Farming Owns  a  business  
(e.g.  grocery  shop)

Other

Monthly  revenue  increase  by  activity  

73%

21%
5% 10% 17%

Family  
maintenance

Education Ceremonies Savings Investment

What  do  you  use  your  savings  and  
additionnal  revenue  for?

§ Households have increased their resources by 18 %
§ Additional revenue are much more important for
business owners who open their store at night
whereas farmers don’t do as much selling at night time

Yes
59%

No
41%

Does  Enersom's  product  
enable  you  to  work  more?

Additional  revenue  split Uses

(2/2)

1.2 hours/day
28.51$ /month
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Increased  Studying  Time

A  positive  impact  on  Education
Enersom’s  clients  acknowledge  that  Enersom’s  product  helps  their  
children  to  study  more  and  better

56min

1h55min

Before  Enersom After  Enersom

Average  studying  time  at  night  of  
schooled  children per  day

§ Now  that  they  have  Enersom’s product,  children  are  more  motivated  and  study  twice  longer

“My  children  now  read  at  night.  
They  didn't  do  it  before.”
Fadumo  Aw  Dahir,  6  children

*	  74	  respondents	  –only	  families	  with	  schooled	  children	  

72% of children
studying more
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An  increase  of  safety  feeling  
The  light  provided  by  Enersom’s  product  strengthen  customers’  
safety  feeling

§ 95%  of  the  clients  say  they  feel  safer  thanks  to  the  light  
provided  by  Enersom’s  products

§ Their  safety  feeling  increases  for  three  major  reasons:
- Less  Animals’  attacks  
- Better  Day-to-Day  handling
- Less  Burnings  due  to  Kerosene  lamps

Explanations

95%

Increased  safety  feeling  
thanks  to  light

56%

24%

7%

1%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Animal   attacks

Burnings

Thieves

Elec trocution

People  declaring  having  experienced

(1/2)

“The  weather  is  very  hot  here  and  
sometimes  we  sleep  outside,  so  we  
use  the  lantern  to  fear  the  harmful  
animals”    
Halimu  Avaanle  Cumar,  70  y/o



An  increase  of  safety  feeling  
Enersom’s  clients  tends  to  have  their  phone  more  switched  on,  
thus  improving  their  safety  feeling  
§ 94%  of  the  clients  say  they  feel  safer  now  that  they  
charge  their  mobile  phone  at  home

§ Their  safety  feeling  increases  for  two  major  reasons:
– They  no  longer  need  to  go  outside,  sometimes  far  
from  home

– Their  phone  are  always  switched  on,  87% of  the  
clients  feel  more  connected

Before  Enersom After  Enersom

How  much  longer  is  your  phone  switched  
on  per  day?  

+  4.02  Hours  

94%

Increased  safety  feeling  
thanks  to  mobile  charging

19%

77%
2%
2%

How  did  you  use  to  charge  your  mobile  
phone?

Home  electricity

Went  to  a  place  outside  
home
Personnal  fuel  generator

Other
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Enersom improves  its  customers’  day-to-day   life
Customers  have changed  their  lifestyle  thanks  to  Enersom’s product

Enersom:  Life  changer

“It  was  dark  before,  now  I  can  stay  up  longer,  people  come  to  visit  and  my  children  can  
study  at  home.”
Yasin Sheikh  Ibrahim  Jama,  30  y/o

10%

11%

35%

44%

Has  Enersom's product  
change  your  day  to  day  life?

Not  at  all

A  bit

Much

Very  much

Impact  on  social  life

15% 19%

63%

16%

Ceremonies
Celebrations

Meetings
Social  gatherings

Working Going  outside

Activities’  increase  thanks  to  
Enersom’s product

(1/2)



Enersom improves  its  customers’  day-to-day   life
Customers  benefit from  a  reliable  and  clean  energy

Alternative  lighting  systemsKerosene  example

Yes
52%

No
48%

Do  you  still  use  other  
lighting  system?

§ Enersom is  a  comprehensive  source  of  lightings
§ Some  clients  still  use  effective  grids  or  torches
§ 65% of  clients  keeping  an  alternative  lighting  source  use  Enersom
as  their  main  one

§ 87%  of  people  who  used  kerosene  lanterns  
have  completely  stopped.  Thus  those  
customers  mainly:

o Avoid  costs
o Curb  gas  emission
o Improve  breathing  capacities

38%
17%

42%

Not  enough  sources  
of  light

Not  enough  power  to  
plug  other  electrical  

devices

Going  outside

Reasons  for  using  other  lighting  
systems

(2/2)



§ Introduction

§ Enersom  enhances  its  client’s economic  situation

§ Children  study  more  and  better  thanks  to  Enersom’s  products

§ Enersom’s  products  foster  its  clients’  security  feeling

§ Enersom improves  the  day-to-day  life  of  its  customers

§ Overall  Satisfaction  &  Recommendations
- Clients  mainly  praise  Enersom’s products  though  they  would  like  larger  systems

- SWOT  Analysis

- Enersom can  maximize  its  impact  on  both  economic  and  education  situations  

- Enersom should  diversify  its  impact

§ Appendix
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35%

51%

15%

Wait  for  a  
better  product

Limited  use  of  
another  one

Other

Yes
58%

No
42%

Do  you  consider  
buying  another  

Enersom's  product?

Overall  Satisfaction  &  Recommendations
Clients  mainly  praise  Enersom’s  products  though  they  would  like  
larger  systems

§ 98%  of  the  clients  are  satisfied  with  Enersom’s  
products

– 58%  of  clients  consider  buying  an  
additional  Enersom’s product

– Yet  15%  of  them  are  waiting  for  a  better  
product  

Clients’  satisfaction Clients’  demands

24%

28%

More  
power ful

Longer   
battery

Clients’  requirements

– To  plug  TV  (68%)
– To  plug  domestic  machine  (38%)
– To  plug  working  machine  (30%)

2%

35%
63%

How  do  you  feel  about  Enersom's  
product?

Unhappy

Happy

Very  happy

Very  unhappy  clients

(1/4)



§ Social
o New  product  coming  soon
o Increase  number  of  community  
representatives

o Developping partnerships  (Universities,  
NGOs,  Hospital)

§ Business
o Openning of  shops
o Target  small  business  shops

Opportunities

§ Social
o Better  economic  situation  (84.28  $  per  
month)

o Children  study  longer  (1h  more  per  day)
o Clients  feel  safer  (95%)
o Day-to-day  handling  has  improved  (73%  
have  changed  positively  their  way  of  life)

• Business
o Community  representatives
o Needy  market
o Good  quality  

Strengths

§ Social
o East  is  being  left  apart
o Need  to  improve  social  awareness  among  
customers

§ Business
o Only  two  products  (not  powerful  enough)
o Dependent  on  Greenlight
o Enersom’s brand  is  unknown

Weaknesses

Threats

§ Social
o Put  aside  the  social  misson

§ Business
o Lots  of  competitors
o Electrification  of  Somaliland
o Personal  studying  careers  of  Enersom’s
team  members

(2/4) Overall  Satisfaction  &  Recommendations



Overall  Satisfaction  &  Recommendations
Enersom can  maximize  its  impact  on  both  economic  and  
education  situations  

Impact  on  educationImpact  on  economic  situation

§ Focus  on  shop  owners  (55%  of  current    
clients’  portfolio)  that  can  use  the  lanterns  to  
keep  on  selling  at  night

“I  can  work  longer  without  
worrying  about  paying  higher  
electricity  bills”    
Fadum Mohamoud Suldaan,  shop  
owner

“Now  I  can  correct  my  students'  
exams  right  after  school  and  hand  
them  back  on  the  following  day  !”    
Caatuye Cahi Geele,  teacher

§ Target  Schools  and  teachers
– Provide  a  safe  place  where  all  kids  can  
read  and  study  regardless  of  their  
parents’  income

– Provide  the  light  teachers  need  to  work  at  
home  after  spending  the  day  at  school

AJOUTER	  PHOTO	  ?	  

8.47$

43.61$

9.02$

Farming Owns  a  business  
(e.g.  grocery  shop)

Other

Monthly  revenue  increase  by  activity  

(3/4)



Overall  Satisfaction  &  Recommendations
Enersom should  diversify  its  impact

70%

19%
10%

1%

Ker osen e Tobacco D i seases Other

Yes
62%

No
38%

Breathing problems
in  the  household… Due to…

Impact  on  health Impact  on  day-to-day  life

§ Target  Kerosene  lamps  owners
– Even  though  only  15%  of  Enersom’s  
clients  used  Kerosene  before,  they  
are  the  most  concerned  by  health  
issues

– Enersom’s  impact  on  these  clients’  
health  is  important  and  need  to  be  
maximize  

§ Release  a  more  powerful  product
Thanks  to  Enersom,  clients  now  have  a  
clean  source  of  energy,  yet  they  now  need  a  
product  that  :

– Enables  them  to  plug  heavier  devices  
– Has  a  better  battery  so  that  they  can  
use  it  day  and  night  and  don’t  have  to  
chose  between  those  two  options

Satisfy customers
basic needs is a
start, eventually,
Enersom will
need to satisfy
higher needs

(4/4)
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Why  is  a  social  impact  assessment  for?

What  is  Planete d’entrepreneurs doing?

Basis  of  methodology
- The  SROI  Framework

- Theory of  change

- How  to  proceed to  evidence the  impact?
- Questionnaire  methodology

Photos

Children  study  more  and  better  thanks  to  Enersom’s  products



What is social  impact  assessment?
‘Social Impact Assessment (SIA) includes the processes of analyzing, monitoring and
managing the intended and unintended social consequences, both positive and negative, of
planned interventions (policies, programs, plans, projects) and any social change
processes invoked by those interventions. Its primary purpose is to bring about a more
sustainable and equitable human environment.’
International Principles for Social Impact Assessment

‘The SROI method aims to take into
account stakeholders’ views of impact and
give a financial value –or a proxy financial
value- on all those impact which usually do
not have market values. The goal is to
include the values of people that are often
excluded from markets in the same terms
as used in markets, that is money, in order
to give people a voice in resource
allocation decisions.’ *
The SROI Network

Benefits:

• External and internal 
communication

• Clarity on Governance 

• More effective and 
focused decisions

• Investment mentality

Limitations:

• Risk of over-
monetization

• Interpretation

• Exhaustiveness versus 
feasibility

• External accreditation

*	  The	  previous report	  does not	  include the	  monetisation



What should the  SIA  Report  focus  on?  

Evaluation	  period

The Social Impact
Assessment carried out
focuses on the social value
chain of Enersom’s key
stakeholders (end-‐
customers) who
concentrate the strongest
impacts of the
organization. The study
only scrutinizes the social
values delivered and
isolates the main changes
in their lives.

Starting with a global
mapping of presumed
impacts, the study will
identify the most relevant
outcomes, be they negative
or positive, intended or
unintended.

The study carried out is not
a forecasted SIA but an
evaluative SIA. It is
conducted retrospectively
and based on actual
outcomes that have taken
place over a given
evaluation period.

Key	  stakeholders Presumed impacts
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The  process of  a  mission

Before the 
mission

• To prospect both through our database and on the field
• To agree with the social entrepreneur on the terms of the mission
• Preliminary work: to analyze the environment, read studies and draft the tools

During the 
mission

• To meet with the managers and define the scope and objectives of the study
• To design the impact map, the indicators  and the questionnaires
• Field work: interviews, focus groups, data collection and design of the tool

What’s 
next?

• To write down an impact report and make a presentation for the entrepreneur
• To deliver a SIA tool with guidelines and recommendations
• Follow-up work



Deliverables

Planète d’Entrepreneurs provides Enersom with:

The hereby impact report, including:
• An impact evaluation of the action of Enersom
• Data, facts and  figures enabling Enersom to better understand its 

environment
• Recommendations based on field observations

A follow-up tool including:
• A data collection and calculation 

tool
• Questionnaire templates
• An impact map



The  SROI  Framework  1/2

What  is  SROI?

Definition
The Social Return on Investment is a principled-based method for measuring social and
environmental value (not currently reflected in conventional financial accounts) and compare it to
resources invested. The SROI framework incorporates social, environmental and economic costs
and benefits, providing a bigger picture of how value is created or destroyed.

Main objectives
1. SROI is used by social entrepreneurs to :
2. Evaluate impact on stakeholders;
3. Identify ways to improve social benefits;
4. Enhance the social performance of investment.

Process results
At the end of the process, SROI is able to assign a monetary figure (“the ratio”) to the value created
(“how much social value created for 1$ invested”).



The  SROI  Framework  2/2

What  is  our  methodology  ?

Differences with SROI
Monetization plays an important but not an exclusive part in an impact assessment, it is not

always relevant when it comes to social benefits. Planète d’Entrepreneurs does not calculate
attribution nor deadweight. As a first experimental approach of SIA, it first helps social
entrepreneurs understanding the concept of value more than monetizing the value.

WHAT WE KEPT:
- The stakeholders’ approach
- The theory of change
- The Impact Map framework
- The quantitative approach

WHAT WE CHANGED
- An internal tool rather than a scientific study
- More qualitative results and less monetization
- A focus on the direct stakeholders and their profile
- Interpretation of the results
- Identification of both social and business opportunities

Similarities with SROI
Planète d’Entrepreneurs relies on the SROI methodology for stakeholders focus and
inputs/outputs/outcomes identification. The social value chain and the impact map are at the core of
the methodology and evidence the choice of the indicators.



Theory of  change  1/2

First  analytical  tools:  Impact  value  chain

Main principles

To isolate changes, SROI specialists recommend to develop an outcome map that depicts
relationships between initiatives strategy and intended results. These results will both include short
and longer-‐term outcomes and may also reflect changes at different levels: organizations, systems
and communities.



Theory of  change  2/2

First  analytical  tools:  Impact  map  (2/2)

Main principles
The impact map helps the entrepreneur to understand how he creates social,

environmental or economic change by linking his mission, his objectives and his
activities with the outcomes. This process can be used in a very simple way or can
involve a full strategy map and be very complex.

How to complete it?
1. Identification of the main stakeholders – any people/organization – that could be
impacted by Enersom’s social business;
2. Analysis of the way they are related to Enersom: identification of their inputs
(contributions) and activities;
3. Definition of the outcomes which are the potential and measurable
benefits/changes related to each activity;
4. Drawing of the indicators to collect and analyze the data able to assess each impact.



How  to  evidence the  impact?  

Impact  isolation  method

Indicators can be tested by 2 different comparative approaches:

1. Samples approach: Customers (“control group”) and non-‐customers (“target group”) from
Greenlight Planet activity;

2. Timeline approach: Situation before and after buying Enersom’s product /working for
Greenlight Planet.

Sample Approach: not adapted in this case
- Most of the customers have not owned Enersom’s product for enough time to make
comparisons with non-customers;
- No information were available to select comparable groups of customers and non-
customers based on the same criteria.

Timeline approach: the method chosen by Planète d’Entrepreneurs



Presumed impacts
Why  focusing  on  end-customers?
ocusing on end-customers?

Main Presumed Impacts:

• Kerosene expenditures reduction
•Working hours increase
• Saved money reallocation
• Better air quality
• Night fires and accidents reduction
• Better ability for children to study
• Social gathering

Main objectives of customers’ SIA:

• To confirm social impacts hypothesis
• To maximize social change
• To communicate to customers and raise their 
awareness on solar lantern’s benefits
• To increase the number of customers

• Villagers in remote areas are at the core focusof Enersom’s social business;

• Assessing impact on customers will help identify the various fields where Enersom produces social changes:
education, health, savings, day-‐to-‐day lifeetc;

• Customers’ SIA will provide Enersom with a key to develop and replicate the model in other African post conflict
countries.



Lessons from other studies:   how  to  define indicators?

Based  on  previous  studies  and  similar  initiatives  the  objective  is  to  define  
the  main  categories  of  impact  and  their  relevance  for  Enersom:

Potential
impacts	  on:

Health
and	  safety

Additionnal
activity&	  
savings

EnvironmentEducation

Mobile	  
charging



Lessons from other studies:   how  to  define indicators?

Impacts  on  Safety,  Health and  Environment

Environment
• “Use of kerosene for lighting likely accounts for well over 100-‐150 million tons of CO2 emissions.” United States

Environmental ProtectionAgency (2010)
• “Kerosene use per household – we assume an average of 5 liters monthly per BOP household – is leading to 150kg CO2

emissions a year.” Solar Lighting for theBOP -‐ Lighting Africa (Oct 2010)

Incidents
• “A study conducted in Benin between 2002 and 2006 by the University of Benin showed that more than 50% of burn

victims brought into hospitalswere victims of fires caused by overturned kerosene lamps.”Dongo,A.et al. (2007)
• “In India alone, 2.5 million people suffer severe burns due to overturned kerosene lamps annually.” Solar Electric Light

Fund

Respiratory	  problem	  and	  diseases
• “A study estimates that individuals breathing particulate-‐laden kerosene fumes inhale the toxic equivalent of smoke

from two packs of cigarettes a day”Lights for Life 2010
• “Children from kerosene households were also shown to experience more respiratory symptoms than those in

households using other fuels” (Behera et al., 1998).
• “Acute exposure to NO2 is associated with respiratory irritation and can lead to long term changes such as pulmonary

oedema,pneumonitis, bronchitis and bronchiolitis obliterans” (California EPA,1999).
• “Indoor air pollution from kerosene and similar fuels used for indoor lighting and cooking cause more than 1.5 million

deaths annually.”WHO (2013)



Lessons from other studies:   how  to  define indicators?

Impact  on  Education,  Additionnal activities and  Mobile  charging

Mobile	  Charging
• “Mobile charging is very time-‐consuming and costly for me since I have to go to the charging station and spend 2Rps per day.“Green Light Planète

(2013)
• “For off grid households charging their mobile can be very time-‐consuming and expensive therefore some prefer to stay disconnected and can’t

benefit from one of themain tool for development“Barefoot (2010)

Impact	  of	  Lighting	  on	  homework	  time

• “In the Malawi solar lantern project, 18% of participating households identified children’s study time and reading as one of the major benefits of
better lighting”Adkins, et al. (2009

• “In India, a study revealed that when solar-‐powered lighting was introduced, children from the newly solar powered homes remained awake longer
each day and used38% of their additional time for studyingandreading.”Green light planète (2013)

• “Similarly, a study of portable solar lighting impact in India found that the introduction of solar lighting raised average study hours of students per
household from 1.5 hours to2.7hours, witha correlative effecton school performance”Agoramoorthy and Hsu (2009)

Additional activities
• “For many rural households obtaining fuel for lighting can be a time-‐consuming task that requires traveling long distances and is often undertaken

by women and children, reducing women’s available time for income-‐generating activities” Adkins, et al. (2009); Batliwala, Reddy (2003); Laxmi, et
al. (2003)

• “Similarly, recent Dalberg and SEWA research in rural Bihar and Gujarat in India suggests that solar lanterns contribute to longer working hours for
occupational groups ranging from traditional handicraftartisans, to textileworkers, and livestock herders.” SEWA



Questionnaires  Methodology
Building a questionnaire

Administrating a Questionaire

Changing a Questionnaire

• A questionnaire needs to be changed according to on-field observations
• Some questions are not relevant/clear/useful enough;
• Some questions/indicators need to be changed to better measure an

impact;
• Questions must be added to collect unpredicted valuable information.

• Build an impact map to bring out the main impacts of Greenlight Planet on
stakeholders;

• Develop indicators to assess those impacts;
• Build questionnaires who will allow us to measure effectively the indicators.

• Depending on the stakeholder and on the way it is administrated, a
questionnaire interview should last between 30min to 1h;

• There should be very few intermediaries between the surveyor and the
interviewee (only a translator) in order to collect objective information;

• According to the culture, sex, age of the interviewee some questions can
differ.
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Contacts
Thank  you  !

Planète  d’Entrepreneurs

www.planetedentrepreneurs.com

contact@planetedentrepreneurs.com

Enersom

http://www.enersom.so

info@enersom.so


